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Key Selling Points
Kathryn has over 27k followers on Instagram, strong-industry connections and is a leading authority on the subject
Includes tips and techniques for preparing your fibre, foraging for dyes and different dying methods
Features eight projects including a Silk-dyed Bandana, Furoshiki-inspired bag and a Korean-style Cloth used to wrap gifts.

Description
Natural Dyeing reveals the endless possibilities of plant-based dyes and how they will inspire you to give old garments a new 
lease of life.

Natural Dyeing explores the versatility of plant-based dyes, from understanding, choosing, and preparing your fibre for dyeing to foraging for 
your dyes and the different dyeing methods used. You can then put your skills to the test with eight projects, including a Silk-dyed Bandana, 
Furoshiki-inspired bag and a Korean-style Cloth used to wrap gifts. Experiment with natural dyes to give old garments a new lease of life, to 
create beautiful tablecloths and napkins from offcuts of linen and to inject a pop of colour into your cushions.

About the Author
Kathryn Davey is a self-taught designer and natural dyer based in Dublin, Ireland. Kathryn spent a few years living in Northern Carolina and first 
learned about the beauty of natural dyes in the North Bay of San Francisco. Upon returning to Ireland, Kathryn launched her plant-based dye 
business. She sells her products around the world and runs workshops on the natural dyeing process. Visit her website at www.kathryndavey.com
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